In the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM), beta coefficient is a very important parameter to be estimated. The most commonly used estimating methods are the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) and some Robust Regression Techniques (RRT). However, these traditional methods make strong as sumptions which are unrealistic. In addition, The OLS method is very sensitive to extreme observations, while the RRT methods try to decrease the weights of the extreme observations which may contain substantial information. In this paper, a novel fuzzy regression method is proposed, which makes less assumptions and takes good care of the extreme observations. Simulation study and real word applications show that the fuzzy regression is a competitive method.
Introduction
The evaluation of risky asset has always been a hot topic in finance. [1] proposed that the risk of an asset can be measured as variance. Furthermore, the total variance of an asset contains two parts: systematic risk and unsystematic risk. According to the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM), the systematic risk is measured as the beta coefficient, which is defined as the expected change of an asset for every percentage change in the benchmark index [2] . The beta coefficient is generally estimated by the following regression model:
i R refers to the return of asset i; m R refers to the return of the market; i σ is a constant term; i β is the sensitivity of the return of asset i to the return of the market; i σ is the random effect that can not be explained.
A high value of i β means a riskier asset, while a small i β refers a more secure asset. The goal of CAPM is to estimate the coefficients i α and i β given the market return m R and the asset return i R as input and output respectively.
The most commonly used estimating technology is the OLS method. But OLS is very sensitive to extreme observations, which means an outlier may cause a large effect on the estimation. Since the market is complex and volatile, the estimation of OLS is not robust, hence OLS is inappropriate to estimate the beta coefficient.
To decrease the effects of extreme observations, some robust regression techniques (RRT) are proposed. During the RRT methods, Huber and Bi-square estimations are the most commonly used methods. These methods employ an algorithm called Iteratively Re-weighted least squares (IRLS) to compute the estimation. The algorithm tries to minimize a weighted square of error in which the weights of outliers will be decreased [3] . However, it is common to see extreme observations in the financial markets, and they may carry substantial information which can help investors make risky investment decisions to boot their profits.
On the other hand, RRT methods also ignore the probability imprecision of the data. In these cases, fuzzy regression methods are alternative choices. The fuzzy regression was first proposed by [4] , in which the input and output are crisp and fuzzy number respectively, and the estimation was solved as a linear programming system. The membership function (msf) of the fuzzy set is often described as possibility distribution, so fuzzy regression is also called possibilistic regression analysis [5] - [8] . Another approach of fuzzy regression is the fuzzy least squares, which is proposed by [9] [10]. [11] proposed fuzzy least squares regression for crisp inputs and fuzzy output. [5] formalized possibility regression with quadratic membership functions, which can deal with interactive possibility distributions, hence obtain interactive coefficients. Furthermore, [6] proposed possibility regression based on exponential possibility distributions, which is called exponential possibility regression. Due to the shortcoming of their algorithm, the center values and the possibility distribution are estimated separately.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The exponential possibility regression proposed by [6] is introduced in Section 2. Then an improved model with a new algorithm is proposed, and a small case shows its better performance. Section 3 compares the results of new fuzzy regression model with OLS and RRT methods using simulated data. At last two real world applications is implemented in Section 4 to test the performance of fuzzy regression.
Fuzzy Regression Model with Interactive Coefficients

Exponential Possibility Regression
The exponential possibility regression proposed by [6] is defined as:
where ( )
 is the input vector of ith sample, an s is a constant 1.
, , , n a a a a =  is the fuzzy coefficients vector, which is defined by the following exponential possibility distribution with a center vector c and a symmetrical positive definite matrix D:
where A = (a, D). As a result, the possibility distribution of the output is
It is also called the membership function of y. In Equation (5), D > 0 is a non-linear constraint. [6] uses a two-step estimation strategy, in which the first step determines the center vector a using the interval regression or the ordinary least squares regression, then the second step substitutes the obtained center vector * a into the constraints in Equation (5). In the second step, to overcome the non-linear constraint D > 0, [6] 
Update Algorithm
However, the constraint
is an unnecessary and sufficient condition of D > 0. Thesolution of [6] may not be the optimal one.
Actually, Equation (5) can be converted to a semidefinite programming (SDP) problem, which can be solved by many softwares now (for example [12] ). While solving the problem, the matrix D is consider as a positive semi definite matrix. where λ is a small positive number and I is a identity matrix. This trick is inspired by the ridge regression.
In addition, the center vector a and matrix D can be solved at the same time, there is no need to makea two-step estimation.
We implement our new algorithm on a numerical example in [6] , the data is shown in Table 1 .
The original optimal value in [6] is 86.13. The solution of new algorithm before adding a scalar matrix is 62.72, which is much smaller than the original solution. To solve it, we used CVX, a package for specifying and solving convex programs [12] 
And the optimal value here is 65.37, which is also much smaller than the original solution 86.13. It showsthat by using the modern algorithm and software, the new estimation is much better than the old one. 
Update Model
In [6] , the parameter h-cut level is chosen manually as 0.5. However, there are couples of arguments about the hcut level.
[8] [14] proposed that h-level should be 0.5 and 0.9 respectively. There are also several theories argue that h should be 1.
To overcome the h-cut level problem, [15] use the inequality 
It is equivalent to the following programming problem: 
C is a parameter determined manually, which is used to balance the influence of the sum of squared errors and the sum of spreads, as well as the effects of outliers (sum of i ξ ).
Simulation Study
In this Section, we try to use the simulated data to test the fuzzy regression model. To estimate the beta coefficient, four methods were used. As we can see in Table 2 , all the beta coefficients are significantly meaningful at the 5% significance level. Compare the beta coefficients of these methods, Huber estimation is the most accuracy one in this case, and the Fuzzy method takes the second place.
According to Figure 1 , there are two outliers. The first one has Cook's distance of 0.85, and the second one is 0.14. The second outlier may contain substantial information, so that we should pay more attention to it. In this simulation, we know that the first outlier is a true outlier and the second is a faked one.
The regression line of OLS method is sensitive to the outlier with high Cook's distance, while the RRT methods are not sensitive to outliers, since they decrease the weights of outliers. The fuzzy regression line is also robust. Compared with the OLS regression line, the fuzzy regression line tends to make a movement in direction of the outlier with lower Cook's distance. 
Real World Applications
In this Section, the data sets of assets of China Northern Rare Earth (CNRE, where P open refers to the opening price, close P refers to the closing price. To check the existence of extreme samples, we employ the Cook's distance. According to the Cook's distance criterion, the samples with Cook's distance greater than 4/n are regarded as extreme observations.
In the procedure of estimating the beta coefficient, OLS method and RRT methods are used, as well as our fuzzy method.
Regression Analysis of CMB
In this first case, the price of stock of CMB (600036) and the SSE Composite Index (SSEC) are used. We employ the Cook's distance to check the existence of extreme observations. According to Figure 4 , three extreme observations are determined. The Cook's distance of the first outlier is 0.17, and the second one is 0.12 while the third one is 1.3 which is extremely large. The first two outliers may contain substantial information, so that we should pay more attention to them.
As we can see in Table 3 , all the beta coefficients are significantly meaningful at the 5% significance level. The beta coefficients of Bisquare and Huber methods are smaller than 1, while the beta coefficients of OLS and Fuzzy methods are greater than 1. In Figure 4 , the regression Fuzzy method is between the regression lines of OLS method and RRT methods. Since the regression line of OLS is very sensitive to the outlier with Cook's distance of 1.3, while the RRT methods tends to ignore the influence of the outlier with the largest Cook's distance. The fuzzy regression is the mildly sensitive to the outliers, it is resistant to extreme observations with very large Cook's distance, while it also takes care of the extreme observations with smaller Cook's distance. Figure 5 shows the possibility regression model and possibility distribution of estimated coefficients.
Regression Analysis of CNRE
In the second case, the price of stock of CNRE (600111) and the SSE Composite Index (SSEC) are used. According to Figure 6 , two extreme observations are determined. The first one has Cook's distance of 0.25, and the second one is 0.52, both of them are not very large, so they may contain substantial information, and we should pay attention to them.
As Table 4 shown, all the beta coefficients are significantly meaningful at the 5% significance level. The Huber and Bisquare methods are not sensitive to outliers, even outliers with not so large Cook's distance. While OLS method is very sensitive to outliers, and the Fuzzy method takes care of outliers with "faked" outliers. As a result, the beta coefficients of Bisquare and Huber are greater than 1, while the beta coefficients of OLS and Fuzzy methods are smaller than 1.
Conclusions
According to the simulation study and real world applications, we can see that our new fuzzy regression model with modern computation algorithm has a good performance. The traditional ordinary least squares regression is too sensitive to the outliers, while the RRT methods are very robust so that they may ignore the influence of faked outliers (outliers with small Cook's distances). However, due to the vary of the finance market, some normal observations may be treated as outliers. The Cook's distances of these observations may be slightly larger than 4 = n and we should pay more attention to them.
The fuzzy regression method tends to take into account the extreme observations with smaller Cook's distance, while it is also insensitive to the extreme observations with large Cook's distance. In conclusion, our new fuzzy regression may be a better choice for estimating the beta coefficient. More generally, it is a good tool for observations with outliers.
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